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SHOw CAUSE NoTIcE

WHEREAS, recognition was granted to the institution namely, DAU HANUMANT SINGH EDUCATION
ACADEMY, PLOT NO-119, VILLAGE - GHURRAA, POST OFFTCE - NEW COMMISHNARY, TEHSTL - JORA,
DISTRICT - MORENA, MADHYA PRADESH under section 15 of NCTE Act, 1993 for conducting D.ED course of
two years duration with an annual intake of 50 students vide order dated 29,10.2010
AND WHEREAS, institution had applied for shifting of premises on 13.07.2016.
AND WHEREAS, the matter was placed before the WRC in is 265th meeting held on December 27-29,20L6
and the committee decided as follows "...This is a case of shifting. The institution wants to shift to plot. No.2212
and 2215 in village Kheria Mirda, Gwalior. In the said plot, it is seen that two other teacher education institutions
are being run. One is "Vyankatesh Education Academy" (APP9 B.Ed. course) sanctioned vide order dt.
18/0212014 and the another is "DHS Education Academy" (APP1700 - D.El.Ed. course) sanctioned vide order dt"
03/03/20t6.Since there are already two teacher education institutions being run on the same plot, it is not possible
to shift this teacher education institution "Dau Hanumant Singh Education Academy" (APP316) because the NCTE
Regu,ation:; i-equrire LirEt-dErr.rf€d-cfierEducEtion iil5titut-ion sno0idhave rnoependent tand aiea of at teast-ZSO0 iq.
mtrs. for running one course. Since, this land area is not available on khasra numbers 22/2 and 22/5. Shifting
cannot be permitted. Hence, Show Cause Notice be issued to the institution. Reply should be submitted
within 3O days.An analysis of the 3 files show that the D.El.Ed. course (APP17OO) and the B.Ed.
course(APPg) are being run in two separate teacher education institutions on the same plot which is
not permitted under the NCTE Regulations 2O14. Hence, Show Cause Notice under Section L7 be issued

to the institution DHS Education Academy (APP170O) as to why Recognition should not be withdrawn
on the ground mentioned above.

NOW THEREFORE, this Show Cause Notice is issued to the institution u/s 17 of the NCTE Act, 1993 giving
an opportunity for making a written representation within a period of 30 days from the date of issue of this notice.

In the event of this office not receiving any representation within 30 days of the issue of this notice, it will

be

presumed that the institution does not wish to make any representation and the Western Regional Committee shall
take decision, as it deems fit and proper.

\

Regional Director
To,

The Secretary,
SHRI HANUMANT SINGH
SMRITI SHIKSHA PRASAR EVAM ]ANKALYAN SAMITI,

B,M, 497, DEENDAYAL NAGAR,
- GIRD, DISTRICT _ GWALIOR,

TEHSIL

MADHYA PRADESH

,Crt

to the Principal DAU HANUMANT SINGH EDUCATION

OFFICE _ NEW COMMISHNARY, TEHSIL

- ]ORA,

DISTRICT

ACADEMY, PLOT NO-119, VILLAGE
MADHYA PRADESH.

- MORENA,

_ GHURRAA,

POST

Regional Director
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